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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Bar graph Scale Line graph

Interval Circle graph Pictograph

1. __________ - a graph that uses the height or length of
rectangles to compare data

2. __________ - a graph that uses segments of a circle to
represent a percentage of a set of data

3. __________ - the distance between numbers on a graph scale;
the numbers that lie between 2 other numbers in a set

4. __________ - a graph that presents a set of data collected over
time using line segments

5. __________ - a graph drawn using pictures to represent a
quantity or amont

6. __________ - the numbers that show the units used on a graph;
a sequence of marks at regular intervals
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Bar graph Scale Line graph

Interval Circle graph Pictograph

1. Bar graph - a graph that uses the height or length of rectangles
to compare data

2. Circle graph - a graph that uses segments of a circle to
represent a percentage of a set of data

3. Interval - the distance between numbers on a graph scale; the
numbers that lie between 2 other numbers in a set

4. Line graph - a graph that presents a set of data collected over
time using line segments

5. Pictograph - a graph drawn using pictures to represent a
quantity or amont

6. Scale - the numbers that show the units used on a graph; a
sequence of marks at regular intervals
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